Equality is the condition that several people have of being of the same nature.
But that is not the equality that we look for to talk about today, I’m talking about
the Social Equality. This, is a value that defends that, apart of its nature,
everyone has the same rights, liberties and responsabilities.
This reality is an utopy (a dream of a perfect reality in wich all happens without
fights and in armony), and sadly, it is not achieved in any part of this planet.
The thing that doesn’t miss in anywhere, is the other coin’s face, the Unequality,
but things have really improved in comparation with the ancient ages.
Unequality, comes from discrimination. To discriminate is to cut the liberties and
rights of people who doesn’t comply the same conditions as us, and there are
many possibilities of discrimination (by race, religion, sexual orientation,
gender…) and today we are going to see all of them.
We’ll start talking about racism. This, is probably the most ancient way of
discrimination that the human being has seen, it uses to come from the white
people to any other races, people from Asia, Africa, America…). It can happens
in many different ways: invasions, summisions, slavery…, and nowadays,
although it is less extended (thanks to protests and revolutions like in South
Africa or the USA), this way of thinking in some people yet.
Another unequality is the Religious Intolerance (currently discussed topic due to
the terrorist actions in Paris or Barcelona). This intolerance consists in refusing
other creences that are not ours. This discrimination has been practiced mainly
by Christians along history, but currently it has emerged a branch of it called
Islamophobia, that comes from the terrorists actions before mentioned. These
actions have made some people think that muslims are violent, but they were
made only by a fanatic group.
Now, let’s talk about the unequality that is probably the one that most has
fighted the Occidental Society against, Maleness. It defends giving rights and
liberties only to men, leaving women mainly in domestic labours, without letting
them working or participating in the society. And, although there are yet many
things to improve about this, like the salary unequality, I think it is the one that
has progressed more in recent times (but only in developed societies, thanks to
protests of people like Malala Youstafai)
Following the unequality road, next stop is Homophobia, the refusing of the
sexual diversity, that has been hated in most of the cultures, like the catholic or
the muslim. In the undeveloped societies, this refusing is on the base yet. I think
of all the progresses that we have seen, this is the most current. The LTGB
Community has achieved reducing a lot the Working and Social Discrimination.

There are more unequalities, but we have seen the mains, and now, we will see
a story that break them into two. This story specifically broke the racism and it
became viral. It was written by a spanish journalist, and it was called “The
Black”. It is a bit long so we will sum up it.
This story starts in a university canteen, in Germany. A blonde-hair girl buys a
soup and salad plate, and leaves it in a table with her coat. Then, she goes
back to get the spoon and the fork. When she returns to the table, she notices a
black boy eating her soup. Quickly, the girl thinks the boy probably doesn’t have
enough money or doesn’t know the European customs, and decides to share
the plate with the boy. He smiles, and eat at the same time that her. In a few
time, they finish with the meal. After that, the boy leaves and the girl, sees the
coat isn’t there. She looks for it, and notices a table with a soup plate. And her
coat. In that moment, the girl knows that the prejudices have made her do the
biggest ridicule in her life. And precisely has been the life the one who has
taught her that appearences lie. Down with the racism!
In fact, I think Racism or Xenophobia are a trap, a trap wich has our feet tied to
the floor. I explain.
There are many that refuse people from other countries (usually poor countries,
that have a bad name, for instance Romania or Albania), and think that they are
thieves or delinquents (This is perhaps because sometimes there are
Prostitution Webs or Stolen Jewels Traffic for instance from this countries, but
they are a few part of people, that countries are not only that). Sometimes, this
people that think they are thieves, have business, and they refuse foreign’s
CV’s due to this way of thinking. Apart from this, people from these countries,
often have a bad economic situation. And I think, if foreign’s CV’s are refused,
they can’t work and improve their economic situation, and they are going to
follow being poor and having a bad name, so racists businessmen are going to
refuse their CV’s. It is the haddock that bites his tail, a trap without exit.
And this doesn’t happens only in Racism or Xenophobia, I think it can happen
also in Homophobia, or Maleness.
In homophobia, are many times confused gay people with degenerate ones that
kidnap people and kids, so, if we don’t stop confusing them, the LTGB
movement, as the foreign people, is always going to be down.

It happens the same in Maleness, but I think here it is also lack of intervention
of governments. I’m talking of maternity permissions and economic helps for
women that have children. In some countries like Spain or Slovenia, there are
not economic helps and the maternity permissions are short. Even there are
business that burn women because they’re pregnant and the business doesn’t
want to pay the permission. I know that this doesn’t have much to do with what
we were talking before, but if women can’t work by the simple fact of having
babies, they are going to prefer to stay at home and breed the children, making
maleness stronger and staying in the world for years.
I know it’s hard to fight with maleness, racism and all that unequalities, and, I
don’t want to sound corny, but I think the world’s change has to start at us.
Because, if Human Being has achievements like surviving millions of years, can
also change its way of life and thinking, that, comparated to surviving, or the
human history phases, like the Industrial Revolution, the Discovery of Fire, or
the East – West Schism, it has to be very, very easy
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